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Abstract

Accurate monitoring of volcanic activity demands ex-
pertise in fields including geophysics, geology, and geo-
chemistry. Data obtained from the most recent tech-
nical advances are particularly vital in pre-eruptive
phases. In particular, seismic monitoring in near real
time is essential to locating and discriminating early
signs among different sources of seismic waves, espe-
cially those related to movement and overpressure in
underground fluids. Among themajor indicators of
volcanic restlessness are fumaroles, or gas and steam
vents, often located near a volcanic summit. Their
activity could bemonitored by seismometers in their
vicinity, but today’s standard instruments cannot last
very long when exposed to the high temperatures and
the billowing, sulfurous, acidic gases near a fuma-
role. Conventional gear may also not be accessible for
emergency deployment, or repair, even in pre-eruptive
phases. La Soufrière de Guadeloupe Volcano in the
Caribbean typifies such challenges. Its last significant
event was a phreatic (gas and steam) eruption in 1976
that prompted evacuation of the archipelago’s nearby
capital. Since early 2018, the 1467-meter-high strato-
volcano has shown signs of increased activity. To pro-
vide a hardy, high-resolution monitoring system, we in-
stalled a recently developed type of seismometer just 10
m from a vigorous summit fumarole. The sensor is a
purely opto-mechanical geophone that is interrogated
through a 1.5 km fiber-optic cable by a remote, and
thus it is a much safer optic-electronic system down

the volcano’s flank. The ESEO Group and the In-
stitut de Physique du Globe de Paris (IPGP) started
development of this novel seismometer in 2008. The
2019 Guadeloupe installation is part of the HIgh PER-
formance SeISmometer (HIPERSIS) project (French
Agence Nationale de la Recherche [ANR]). It is, to our
knowledge, the first high-resolution optical seismome-
ter ever installed on an active volcano or other active,
hazardous zone. We report here the details of this in-
stallation, the means we are using for measurements,
and our implementation strategy, and we share some of
the first results. Such an optical seismometer, as well as
a variety of other geophysical sensors built on the same
principle, can be installed in a wide variety of sites with
fibers up to 50 km long.
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Figure 1: View of La Soufrière Volcano, from the Volcanological and Seismological Observatory of Guadeloupe
(OVSG). White cylinder indicates the CSC (passive seismometer). Green triangle indicates OVSG’s
station LKG.

Introduction

In late September of 2019, a team including the authors
climbed to the steaming, 1467-meter-high, lava-dome
topped summit of La Soufrière, an active stratovolcano in
the Guadeloupe archipelago in the eastern Caribbean Sea’s
Lesser Antilles. After two weeks, we had installed a new
kind of seismometer on the mountain just 10 m from an
active vent or fumarole; it was built to withstand extreme
conditions that would rapidly destroy conventional instru-
ments. So far it is working well.

This article describes the instrument in detail. It is im-
portant first to review the overarching reasons that Earth
scientists devise and deploy such things.

Studying and monitoring the internal structures and ac-
tivities of volcanoes is essential. It reveals why and how
they erupt and helps us better anticipate such potential dis-
asters. This requires many technical approaches born from
fields including geophysics, geology, and geochemistry.

Specifically, seismic monitoring allows researchers to
locate and characterize varied sources of seismic waves.
These include ground ruptures (volcanotectonic events),
oscillation in fluidfilled cracks (tremors and low-frequency
events), explosions, or pressure fluctuations of gas emis-
sion through fumaroles. Many of these sources are concen-
trated near summits where hydrothermal processes often

express themselves. The small amplitude of many locally
significant vibrations requires that sensors be very close to
fumaroles. Brutal environmental conditions include high
temperature, humidity, and severe acidity. Other technical
challenges are common near summit fumaroles. Power for
conventional equipment is hard to arrange. Solar panels on
site are unlikely to survive for long. Such locales make it
dangerous or impossible to maintain sensors during explo-
sive, eruptive phases. Kilometer-scale electrical cables can
separate a safely remote recording system from local, ro-
bust sensors on active summits. However, the high risk of
lightning may make external electric power too unreliable
for long-term monitoring.

The French Volcanological and Seismological Obser-
vatory of Guadeloupe (OVSG) is responsible for moni-
toring regional tectonic activity in the Caribbean subduc-
tion zone (Fig. 1). A special focus is on La Soufrière,
which epitomizes the difficulties that active volcanoes pose
for seismology. It dominates the view to the north from
Basse Terre, Guadeloupe’s capital city and the observa-
tory’s home (Basse Terre is also the name of the island). A
prime duty of the observatory staff is to notify Civil Protec-
tion authorities of any increase in hazard linked to volcanic
activity.

The authors’ affiliated organizations including ESEO
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Figure 2: Part of OVSG’s Soufrière network and Global Positioning System (GPS) location of our equipment.
Red line is the long optic cable (1500 m), and blue line is the short optic cable designed for the harsh
environment of the summit (150 m). GNSS, Global Navigation Satellite Systems.

and Institut de Physique du Globe de Paris (IPGP) have
been working together for about 10 yr to develop optical
seismic sensors and systems able to withstand hostile envi-
ronmental conditions (Bernard et al. (2017); Bernard et al.
(2019b); Bernard et al. (2019a)). We developed our latest
prototype and the topic of this report as part of the HIgh
PERformance SeISmometer (HIPERSIS) project (French
ANR). The project chose this collaboration’s bid to put
a permanent installation at La Soufrière. Although our
optical seismometers have already been tested in rather
protected environments (Chery et al. (2012)), with 3-
kilometer- long fibers, and in natural environments dur-
ing an underwater measuring campaign (Brest, France)
(Bernard et al. (2019b)), this is the first time one is in a
critical area and exposed to immediate natural hazards.

The new station in the OVSG network is named CSC
(Fig. 2). The large variety of sensors and recorders al-
ready in the region includes seismometers, Global Nav-
igation Satellite Systems (GNSS) antennae, strainmeters,
temperature, and gas and ground water sampling sites for
geochemistry. This system feeds “WebObs,” an integrated
web-based platform for the observatory’s network man-
agement and monitoring system (Beauducel et al. (2020)).
Cross-analysis of the data, transmitted and processed in
real time, bolsters both understanding of the internal struc-

ture of the volcano and its ongoing activity. The most
common hazards are from phreatic (gas and steam) erup-
tion and volcanotectonic activity such as earthquakes due
to fault movements (Tamburello et al. (2019)). The most
recent phreatic eruption of La Soufrière lasted from 8 July
1976 to March 1977. It led to the evacuation of the city of
Basse-Terre (25,000 people left spontaneously as the ac-
tivity began, and another 73,422 were ordered away under
emergency planning authority on 15 August 1976) (Ko-
morowski et al. (2005)). To the surprise of experts, the
volcano then settled into a quieter phase. It entered an-
other round of unrest in early 1992 as temperature and
degassing at the fumaroles increased.Most recently, vol-
canotectonic activity near the summit intensified in 2014.
It generated mostly unfelt microearthquakes but included
one magnitude 4.5 earthquake on 27 April 2018 (Moretti
et al. (2020)).

The Opto-Mechanical Seismometer

The monitoring network includes four short-period and 11
broadband seismometers near the summit and at larger dis-
tances (Fig. 2). For reasons cited previously, no perma-
nent seismometer is on the bare and near lifeless summit.
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Figure 3: View of the entire system. (a) Optical interrogator Gaia- 4x; (b) long optic cable; (c) high temperature
optic cable; (d) passive geophones in their sealed enclosure; (e) internal view of the seismometer: the
three passive geophones and a reference termination (black central part).

Getting people very close to the fumarole vents to carry
out specific measurements is another challenge due to the
dangerous atmosphere and a ground temperature that may
reach 100°C.

The main fumaroles near the top of the volcano are a
critical but previously almost untapped source of informa-
tion (Allard et al. (2014)). Through their behavior, scien-
tists can infer changes in the internal structure of the edi-
fice. They can also gain insight into deep magmatic flows
and their interaction with underground hydrothermal sys-
tems, mainly by monitoring the temperature, speed, and
geochemistry of the gas released at the fumaroles. At
present, these data including temperature and gas sam-
ples are regularly gathered manually in situ. This means
not only that important information is not available in real
time, but also that it is almost impossible to get any infor-
mation at all during a crisis. The area becomes inaccessi-
ble for safety reasons. Local seismometers or microphones
could in some limited instance monitor fumarole activity
but, as explained earlier, not as permanent systems.

Now we present the characteristics of our seismometer
and the general plan of the system, review the steps of the
installation process, and discuss a few preliminary findings
that characterize the system’s strengths.

The optical seismometer is based on Fabry–Perot inter-
ferometry. Each axis of measurement depends on the short
space between the termination of a glass fiber emitting in-
frared laser radiation on one end and, on the other, a reflect-
ing mirror on the mobile mass of a passive geophone (Seat
et al. (2012)). The space between the mirror and glass fiber
is the optical cavity, or Fabry–Perot interferometer proper.

The fiber carrying both the arriving signal and its return-
ing reflection connect to an electro-optical system or inter-
rogator. It has 1310 nm laser diodes as the beam sources.
Photo diodes receive its return laser beams. ESEO pro-
vided an interrogator for signal analysis at the other end of
a 1.5 km fiberoptic cable (Fig. 3). The interrogator and
the interferometry it controls calculate ground displace-
ment D(t) at each seismometer as earthquake waves and
other surface and underground waves pass through. The
mobile masses tend to remain stationary, whereas the in-
frared laser sources at the ends of the fibers, coupled to
the ground, move. To boost measurement accuracy, the in-
terrogator modulates the wavelength of the laser diode at
a rather high frequency Fm (50 kHz). The cosine spec-
trum of D(t) is actually centered on Fm, whereas the sine
spectrum of D(t) is centered on 2 × Fm − the first har-
monic of Fm. Information is derived in part by a double
synchronous demodulation. The instantaneous phase of
resulting, clarified signals contains a signature of the dis-
placement. To decipher it, a real-time adaptive estimation
algorithm (Kalman filter) followed by a phase unwrapping
yields the distance D(t) of the mobile mass from the other
side of the optical cavity (Chawah et al. (2012)). This seis-
mometer and signal analysis presents very high-resolution
characteristics, similar to those of the best commercial
short period or medium band seismometers (Bernard et al.
(2019b)) and to the optical seismometers of Zumberge
et al. (2010) (based on Michelson interferometry).

Other technologies involving optical fiber are already
used in the field of geophysics. Some of them are based on
the backscattering properties of the fiber itself—the fiber is
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Figure 4: (a) Summit area of the volcano, bare of vegetation due to the acidic environment. Seismometer is under
the smoke plume of the fumarole. (b) Long fiber installation along the luxuriant flank of La Soufrière
Volcano. The team is moving along the path (center), laying the cable on the vegetation.

actually the sensing part. Among these techniques is dis-
tributed acoustic sensing (DAS; e.g., Jousset et al. (2018);
Zhan (2020)), now fully operational, which provides thou-
sands of dynamic strain sensors along a single fiber. This
high number of measurements gives DAS a considerable
advantage over extrinsic interferometry with, as in our in-
strument, a single sensor per fiber. DAS measurements,
however, present much higher instrumental noise. They
also pose difficulties for calibration due to the very high
spatial variability of strain coupling to the ground all along
the fiber. Clearly, intrinsic systems such as DAS and ex-
trinsic systems such as our seismometer have complemen-
tary advantages. They could well be combined on the same
cable or cable bundle to fully exploit the potential of opti-
cal fibers.

The mechanical part of our sensor does not contain any
electronic system, thereby evading the usual temperature
vulnerabilities of standard electronic systems. The geo-
phones and their container were specifically designed and

manufactured for La Soufrière installation. This includes a
tolerance of temperatures of up to 125°C (257°F) and the
very high acidity expected near fumaroles.

The material of the casement is entirely polytetrafluo-
roethylene (PTFE), commonly called Teflon. It is well
known to be particularly resistant to sulfuric gases. Such
engineering produced a very sturdy instrument. It is es-
sentially oblivious to any natural assault short of a flood of
acidic fluid, slope-collapse landslide, or major explosion.

Each of the three sensor axial components is connected
to one optical fiber, and a fourth fiber provides a reference
optical signal, primarily to correct shared background op-
toelectronic noise. The mechanics of the geophones (bap-
tized “Geophone HIPersis [GHIP]”) used for this pilot in-
stallation were entirely conceived and developed within the
scope of ANR HIPERSIS: three simple 10 Hz oscillators
mounted on spider springs. The structure is then fitted to
a trihedral in a waterproof container able to withstand the
previously mentioned environmental conditions. This 10
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Hz natural frequency is high enough to withstand sudden
motions while leveling or accidentally rotating the con-
tainer—which could lead to themechanical clipping of os-
cillators with lower natural frequencies (typically 1, 2, and
4.5 Hz). As no electronics is involved in the container, the
oscillators are fully passive. Because their natural damp-
ing is very weak, we employed a damping system based
on eddy currents. We opted for samarium–cobalt annu-
lar magnets for their useful magnetic properties and par-
ticularly for their behavior as temperature changes. This
choice not only stiffens the seismometer but also allows us
to estimate the mobile mass position relative to the gravita-
tional acceleration vector in case of rotation of the sensor
container. We expect to deepen discussion of these me-
chanical oscillators in a later communication.

The optical cable designed for this particular installation
is split into two segments. It enables the connections be-
tween the mechanical part at the summit and the optical
interrogator, located 500 m lower in altitude. The main
part, or “long fiber,” is deployed along the side of the vol-
cano from the optical interrogator up to near the top of the
volcano. This long fiber connects the optical interrogator
to an intermediary connection point located right under the
dome of La Soufrière (Fig. 2). It holds eight single-mode
optical fibers: four continuing toward the sensor located
near the fumarole and four in reserve for additional sen-
sors. The lower stretch of cable was specifically treated
to resist any potential damage caused by abrasion and ro-
dents. The second part, named “short fiber,” reaches the
seismometer from the intermediary connection point and
is even more robust for it must withstand summit condi-
tions; it is protected from the acidic gasses and water by a
PTFE coating. The intermediary connection point is made
of a waterproof- shielded case containing all of the opti-
cal connections and the stubbed-off spare fibers. This will
allow the installation of other sensors from this point.

The Setting of La Soufrière Installation

Installing the base station

We installed the base station 27–29 September 2019, at
the bottom of the dome, located 500 m lower in elevation
than the summit (Fig. 2). Most important, it includes the
interrogator, the core brains of the system. It has all of
our installation’s optoelectronic systems and the real-time
signal processing unit. Solar panels, and their system of
load regulation, are on a separate structure at the same site.
Their output is stored in batteries to enable operation day
and night. The system with four working optical chan-

nels requires about 30W for optimal performance. It has
two wireless communication devices. A 4G modem allows
us to remotely monitor signals. A Wi-Fi antenna has also
been installed to eventually allow the OVSG (8 km away)
direct access to the data.

Laying down the long fiber on the slope

Installation of the cable (Fig. 4a) required particular at-
tention due largely to local flora. La Soufrière is in a pro-
tected area managed by the National Park of Guadeloupe.
The optical cable, in 40 kg segments carried on our backs
up the narrow and steep footpath, was carefully laid on
and through brushy, thick vegetation a few meters away
from the path. Several points have about 5 m of looped,
slack cable distributed along the route to allow adjustment
for changes in local mechanical strain. Stretches that ap-
pear vulnerable to damage during the frequent storms were
braced with metal bars or conduits.

Furthermore, two types of long fiber—loose tube or
tight buffered— were test-deployed to check whether me-
chanical stresses within the optic cable affect our measure-
ments. We worried in particular about vibration of the ca-
ble in strong winds. We speculated that loose optic cable
might be less sensitive to external mechanical stress than
the tightbuffered version because fibers can move more
freely within the tube thanks to its internal structure.

Installing the seismometer and the short fiber at
the summit

The team wore gas masks to tolerate acrid fumes from fu-
maroles during most of the installation of the summit seis-
mometer and of the closely adjacent segment of the short
fiber. We installed the seismometer about 10 m to the
northwest of the central fumarole of the south crater. We
leveled it, aligned it to geographic north, and completely
buried it—its base is about 80 cm down—within the clay-
rich soil left by decomposition of volcanic rock. Moreover,
we installed a reference seismometer (Trillium Compact
120 s) 1 m away in the same sort of ground to cross-check
the performance of our system. We removed this reference
instrument after three weeks to stop the acidic atmosphere
from damaging the sensor, the recorder, and the solar pan-
els.

After burying the seismometer, we laid the short cable
connected to it in a narrow and shallow trench (20 cm
broad, 20 cm deep), dug into the soft and altered soil of
the summit area, and covered it with soil or paved it with
stones (Fig. 4b). The cable had to span a deep depres-
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Figure 5: Records of the 25 October 2019 Mw 4.1 Le Moule, Guadeloupe, earthquake from the CSC station and
Trillium reference seismometer (vertical channel). Data are filtered in the [0.5–20] Hz range. (a) Vertical
ground velocity, (b) P-wave arrival, and (c) S-wave arrival. Signals of CSC are slightly shifted upward
on (b,c).

sion in the dominant direction of a powerful fumarole jet.
We encased the aerial part of the cable in a 10-meter-long
polyvinyl chloride conduit. About 150 m away from the
seismometer, the cable meets the steep slope of the vol-
cano. From there, we laid it in low but thick vegetation to
be connected to the upper terminus of the long main cable,
located 50 m down the slope on the southeastern flank.

The short upper cable has a PTFE outer coating able to
withstand temperatures up to 150°C (302°F) and high acid-
ity around the summit of the volcano. To avoid damage to
the instrument by lightning strikes, the cable has no metal.

Preliminary Results

After a few months of operation, we had enough data for
preliminary evaluation of the system’s performance.

Recordings of two relevant earthquakes, Figures 5 and

6, illustrate the broadband capabilities of our seismometer
station. The first signal was from a regional subduction
earthquake on 25 October 2019. Its moment magnitude
or Mw was 4.1 at a depth of 17 and 55 km away. Fig-
ure 5 shows the P- and S-wave arrivals recorded by both
seismometers: the reference Trillium C 120 s and CSC,
corrected for instrumental response and sensitivity. The
signals are filtered to include only the [0.5– 20] Hz range,
in which this moderate seismic event put most of its en-
ergy. One can clearly note a very good match between
them, including the background microseismic noise before
the P-wave arrival.

To assess the quality of the measurements at periods
longer than 1 s, we analyzed the recording of a 29 Octo-
ber Mw 6.8 Chile earthquake. At such long or teleseismic
distances, the Earth naturally filtered out high frequencies.
The remaining wavelengths were large enough to present
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Figure 6: Records of the 29 September 2019 Mw 6.8 Chile earthquake from the CSC station and the LKG station
(see Data and Resources). Data are filtered in the [0.05–5] Hz range. (a) North ground velocity and (b)
15 min of north ground velocity showing the dominant surface waves. (c) About 2 min of north ground
velocity near the P-arrival time and (d) acceleration spectra. Black dashed curves, new low-noise model
and new high-noise model (Peterson (1993)). Signals of CSC are slightly shifted upward on (b,c). .

to the CSC and our reference seismometer almost identi-
cal ground motions. Signals are filtered in the period range
from 0.2 to 20 s ([0.05–5] Hz frequency range) (Fig. 6).
The match between the temporal waveforms is still very
good for periods as low as 20 s, and the spectral amplitude
remains similar in the 1–5 Hz domain.

The first data pertinent to justifying monitoring La
Soufrière are shown in Figure 7. They are from a 2 De-
cember sequence of earthquakes centered less than 2.5
km directly beneath the volcano summit. These are sig-
nals, filtered to include only the [1–20] Hz range, from
our new seismometer and two OVSG stations. The lat-
ter are designated LKG, located 200 m away from CSC,
and MML, located about 1 km away (Fig. 2). Accord-
ing to the OVSG report, the observatory recorded 229

earthquakes of very low magnitude (Mw < 1) between 30
November and 5 December (OVSG-IPGP (2019)). Ten
seismic stations including MML provided data. Our sen-
sor, buried right at the summit, detected about 25% of
the microearthquakes identified by OVSG. This fairly low
detection rate is caused by the high-noise interference of
the nearby fumarole. This is clearly apparent in Figure 7,
which shows a much higher root mean square noise at CSC
than at MML—though similar to that of LKG. Despite
this strong ambient noise, continued operation of our seis-
mometer at this site should significantly improve the abil-
ity to locate events that it detects, most notably their depths
(eased by being above the sources) and hence improve the
global performance of the monitoring system of OVSG.
Again, operating at this location with a conventional com-
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mercial, electrically powered seismometer would not be
possible in the long run.

A second category of observation relates immediately
to why we put the seismometer where we did: vibrations
from fumarole activity. We found them to be dominant
around 4 Hz. The proximity of the CSC station to the main
fumaroles provides an additional picture of the variation
of this frequency over time plus overtones and in a differ-
ent manner than the nearest permanent LKG station (150
m away) does. We illustrate this in Figure 8, which shows
the spectral evolution in time of CSC north (Fig. 8a) and
LKG north (Fig. 8b). Sweeps and jumps in frequency, as
well as distinctly unrelated frequency trends, suggest mul-
tiple sources and a complex, unstable pressurization of gas
in a hydrothermal system, the detail of which is yet to be
mapped or modeled (e.g., Giudicepietro et al. (2019)). For
instance, one notes that the energy ratio of the 6.2 Hz peak
to the 3 Hz peak is very small at CSC relatively to that at
LKG. This strongly suggests a source of the 3 Hz peak that
is much closer to CSC, possibly related to the nearby fu-

maroles—which is not the case for the 6.2 Hz source prob-
ably located much deeper. A detailed study of these signals
is beyond the scope of this article. Nonetheless, prelimi-
nary observations already show that this new permanent
source of information close to the fumarole may help con-
strain the geometry and activity of the plumbing system of
the geothermal dome and model its internal processes.

Returning to measurement reliability, the type for opti-
cal cable (loose tube or tight buffered) does not seem to
have a significant impact even though this cable is prone to
shaking from strong winds over most of its length. This,
we conclude, is a direct consequence of the use of the
same fiber for both ingoing and outgoing beams, as fol-
lows from the Fabry–Perot design of the interferometer.
This confirmed behavior is very important for deployment
planning, even offshore. Indeed, with a 50-kilometer-long
cable, ground motion from an earthquake can shake a long
segment of it much more vigorously than it can the opti-
cal seismometer at the end of the line. The outcome of
the presented experiment, with its strong wind buffeting of
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the exposed part of the cable (about 800 m long) and with
very small vibrations at the sensor location, demonstrates
that it matters little whether the cable is loose in the tube
or tightly restrained.

We do not yet have enough experience to assert full con-
fidence in the long-term endurance of optic cables on the
volcano. But, one hopes that slow degradation of the fiber,
whatever its cause (mechanical through flexure or traction,
or chemical with water of hydrogen infiltration), will affect
only its optical attenuation and hence the signal-to-noise
ratio, but neither the sensitivity nor the spectral response
of the seismometer.

Conclusion

For the very first time, an optical seismometer at the end
of a long fiber is on a site of keen interest for geophysi-
cists: La Soufrière Volcano, Guadeloupe. The advantages
of such an optical installation on an active volcano result
from the separation of an opto-electronics interrogator set
in a remote and safe place from an opto-mechanical sensor
within the active zone. The absence of electrical power at
the sensor considerably reduces the possible causes of fail-
ure: no electronics, no batteries, and no solar panels. This
ensures the continuity of remote monitoring when mainte-
nance and repair visits are not possible because of volcanic
activity. However, it is important to note that the installa-
tion of such a solution is also more complex and requires
much more time than what it takes to deploy a standard
seismometer. Other main drawbacks are the possibly diffi-
cult laying or burying of the optical cable on some volca-
noes and its as yet unconfirmed long-term endurance.

Our work on La Soufrière is just started. We aimtomerge
the information that our system provides with all of the
multiparameter data that the OVSG gathers at the vol-
cano. This will certainly improve our understanding of
the mechanics of the volcano’s internal processes and, in
particular, of the fumarole signature and of other nearby
sources of shallow seismicity. We will discuss these as-
pects in a further communication. In addition, we hope
that similar stations at the summit of La Soufrière will pro-
vide sustained information during a crisis. The success of
this operation, together with the development of tiltmeters
and pressure gauges based on the same optical principle
(Chawah et al. (2015)) by Ecole Normale Supérieure de
Paris, opens the way to a wide variety of installations. The
next one is scheduled for 2021, 5 km off Les Saintes Island,
another part of the French Department of Guadeloupe. The
bursts of microearthquakes that occur constantly in this

area are still poorly located and poorly understood. But
they do arise in a normal-fault system; it ruptured to gen-
erate a strong earthquake in 2004 (Mw = 6.3). This project
in Les Saintes aims at cabling on land and installing off-
shore three instruments (seismometer, pressure gauge, and
tiltmeter), just above the shallow active swarms. It has two
objectives, one scientific and the other technological: first
to improve our understanding of this persistent activity and
second to qualify an innovative optical, geophysical mon-
itoring system offshore. One of the main advantages ex-
pected from the latter, compared with electrically powered
offshore instruments, is much lower maintenance costs by
having no electronics at the seismometer itself.

Other terrestrial and offshore targets are already under
consideration thanks to the potential ability of our system
to operate with optical cables up to 50 km long. As a
medium-term ambition, our system could efficiently con-
tribute to an offshore volcanic observatory planned mainly
by IPGP for the French island of Mayotte in the Indian
Ocean archipelago of the Comoros. This observatory
will monitor exceptional submarine magmatic activity that
started in 2018. Other marine targets have been well stud-
ied: in Greece (Patras–Corinth rift and western Pelopon-
nesus subduction), in Italy (Campi Flegrei), and in Turkey
(Marmara Sea), among many others. Hot boreholes, such
as in the geothermal area of Campi Flegrei (Italy), are also
attractive targets. These optical instruments also may be
effective for monitoring geoindustrial sites such as oil and
gas production fields, gas storage facilities, nuclear power
plants and waste repositories, deep mines, and high tem-
perature geothermal reservoirs. Actually, the design of
many other optical geophysical sensors (hydrophones, mi-
crophones, strainmeters, gravimeters, and so forth) based
on the same optical interrogator is under study, further
boosting the diversity of monitoring capabilities.

Data and resources

The records of the LKG (Trillium Compact 120s)
and MML (Trillium 40) stations, part of the GL
network, are available on the French seismological
and geodetic network (RESIF) Seismic Data Portal
(http://seismology.resif.fr/, last accessed February 2020).
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Figure 8: Spectrogram of the ground velocity. (a) CSC north; (b) LKG north. Some relevant fundamental spectral
patterns are located between the black dashed lines. Harmonics of these patterns are also visible above,
mixed with other patterns.
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